
Attendance:
Sean
Matt
Sid
Kieran
Chris
Aidan
AJ
Tyler
Timmy

Patrol Reports:

Banana Turtles:
- Induction ceremony went well
- Missing patrol advisors so they couldn't achieve their advancement goals
- Started discussing the August campout and a general outline for the canoeing aspect

Lizards:
- Started working on scout rank requirements
- Working on incorporating games into the requirements being learned

Beavers:
- Continuing June planning with choosing a location
- Sent out gear from the patrol box to get cleaned, not everything is back yet so Sid is

making a plan for if gear is still missing

T-Birds:
- Planning the caving campout
- New scouts are noisy
- Grubmaster didn't take home cooler/ dry box

Bears:
- Planned March campout
- Smart goal has been "getting there"
- A lot of adult involvement but it's becoming healthier with less overall control

Wise Guys:
- Smart goal has been going well with winning the totem pole
- 4 presentations done with a few pieces left to finish for their service month

March Camping:
17:30 - arrival
20:30 - arrival at state park



Saturday
6 ish - wakeup/ breakfast
8:00 - at beach for planting
12:00 - lunch, picnic style lunch on beach
14:00 - get back to campsite, advancement starts with senior scouts teaching different scouting
skills to younger scouts
16:00 - primitive cooking
18:00 - dinner
20:00 - campfire, no mc

Sunday
7:00 - wakeup (possibly too early for 12:00 return)

April:
3 campsite options for caving
Unknown if presentations/ games are finished

May:
- Hawk mountain booked for cope
- Working on schedule
- Presentations done
- Games planned out from team-building activities on the COPE website

Plant Sale:
- Sid and Josh running it
- Deciding minimum number of shifts
- Will have more information next PLC
- May 12,13,14th

Spring Gear Session:
- Troop help to reorganize the shed and takedown sleds
- Aiming for a weekend on a Sunday (April 1/2, April 15/16, March 26)

Mrs. Lawson's Training Session:
- Meeting next month spent on how to plan a campout instead of a service patrol

presentation/game
- Maybe 3rd or 4th week of T-birds' presentations (April 3rd)
- Approved by PLC

Service Project:
- Troop planting trees for someone who reached out
- Counts for conservation hours
- Approved by PLC



Smart Goal Check-in:

Banana Turtles - Not going well due to new scouts and this coming camping trip but they are
trying to squeeze in time for planning their patrol trip

Beavers - Have been working with Josh and Keegan along with the new scouts which have
empty books so they have to update books with troop master before proceeding with
advancement help

T-Birds - Unknown, Alex is on vacation, Kieran thinks that people are participating more with kp

Chris - His attendance goals is going well

ASPL 2 - Spencer is doing well with packing the trailer and is getting more confident

ASPL 1 - Patrols have been doing better with staying on task and getting done what they have
to

Bears and Wise Guys gave theirs at patrol check-ins

Mr. Hawley's Spiel:

- Adding a tab for patrol gear to the planning workbook document
- Simplifying the planning sheet
- Going over types of presentations

Improvements:

Banana Turtles:
- Would like to get their room back
- Ensure stuff gets done during meetings with new scouts

Lizards:
- First years are excited

Beavers:
- Both Sam's work well with the patrol and have integrated well
- Need to work on communication with some members

T-Birds:
- PL should attend more campouts

SPL:



- Good job with the trip planning for future trips

ASPL 2:
- Warrant officers have been doing well

Bears:
- Communication is becoming an issue

Wise Guys:
- Have been doing well with the new scouts

ASPL 1:
- A more lively troop/ scouts are more involved in scouting except for Bears sometimes
- New scouts are good both into new patrols and the wizard lizards


